to these problems (e.g., Debled and Reveilles [1], Dorst and Smeulders [2, 11], Koplowitz and Sundar Raj [7], Koplowitz Understanding digital lines comprises two components: (i) determining whether a given digital set is a digital line segment, and Bruckstein [8] , Rosenfeld and Kim [10], and Veelaert i.e., whether there exists a real straight line in ‫ޒ‬ 2 that digitizes [12] ). However, mainly digital lines obtained using object to it; and (ii) recovering the space of straight lines which digitize boundary quantization have gained attention in the literato a given digital line segment. Although these problems have ture and, as a result, have been the most thoroughly studied. been extensively studied by researchers in computer vision and Yet, it is well known that this model, although adequate for digital geometry, the primary digitization model that has been computer graphics, is not an adequate model for the digitizaused is object boundary quantization which is not a realistic tion process for computer vision.
INTRODUCTION
before). Since for most digitized objects the boundary is There are many tasks in digital image processing that re-locally indistinguishable from a digital linear boundary, we quire the identification of linear parts of contours in digital can assume the object boundary is piecewise linear so that, images, like the analysis of technical drawings and the iden-in effect, the boundary can be locally modeled by digital tification of manmade objects in satellite images. Some tasks half-planes. Therefore, we can regard our model of a digital additionally require recovering or constraining the space of sensor half-plane under blurring and arbitrary thresholding real straight lines (i.e., slope and translation) which can digi-as a model of a real sensor edge. This model can be used tize to a given digital linear segment. There are many algo-as the basis of an edge detection algorithm. rithms and theoretical considerations which give solutions
In Section 2 we formally define the digitization schemes called v-digitization and intersection digitization. Based on results in Section 3, we show in Section 5 that a digital for some unknown threshold value v is equal to the image of some translation of the half-plane obtained by intersection digitization. In Section 4 we determine the degree of accuracy within which one can recover the space of continuous straight lines which digitize to a given digital tion and vice versa. Therefore, all results obtained for recovering straight lines resulting from the digitization based on the object boundary quantization model (e.g., Dorst and Smeulders [2, 11]) can be used to recover straight tions to black and white 2D continuous images, which lines in digital images even if the threshold v used to seg-represent either a 2D object or the projection of a 3D ment the object boundary is unknown.
object; i.e., an object is represented by a subset of the plane which is black and its background is white. Now we extend our model to be able to digitize intensity (gray-level or
DEFINITIONS OF DIGITIZATION SCHEMES multicolor) continuous images.
A digitization is a function Dig which assigns a digital In this paper we use a digitization scheme in which image D ϭ Dig(C) to a given continuous image C. If the sensor value depends on the area and the gray-level the value of each square s in a digital image is given by value of the object in the square at which the sensor is the formula centered. Consistent with real sensor output, a digitization is defined with respect to a grid of squares Q. A square
is a black pixel (i.e., belongs to the image of a given object) iff the ratio of the area of the object to the area then we will call v-digitization a binary digital image of the field ''seen'' by the corresponding sensor is greater Dig v (C) obtained from Dig(C) by thresholding with v ʦ than some constant threshold value. This scheme corres-[0, 1), i.e., ponds to the thresholding of a gray value image at some threshold.
Dig v (C)(s) ϭ 1 if Dig(C)(s) Ͼ v; An (intensity) continuous image is a function C : ‫ޒ‬ 2 Ǟ Dig v (C)(s) ϭ 0 otherwise. I and an (intensity) digital image is a function D : ‫ޚ‬ 2 Ǟ I, where I is some intensity space. To be consistent with our For v ϭ 1, Dig v (C)(s) ϭ 1 if Dig(C)(s) ϭ 1 and previous notation in [4] , we assume that I ϭ [0, 1], but the Dig v (C)(s) ϭ 0 otherwise. intensity space I could be any bounded subset of nonObserve that Dig(C)(s) ϭ area(C ʝ s) for every binary negative real numbers (e.g., I ϭ ͕0, 1, . . . , 255͖) or any continuous image C, since then ͐ s C ϭ area(C ʝ s) for product of such subsets. every square s. In this case, a square p ʦ Dig v (C) iff If the function C (D) obtains only two values, zero or area( p ʝ C)/area( p) Ͼ v, where 0 Յ v Ͻ 1 is a constant. one, we speak of a binary continuous (digital) image. A Thus, digitization Dig v (C) corresponds to a procedure in binary continuous (digital) image C (D) can be identified which a pixel is colored black iff the ratio of the area of with the set C (D) of points obtaining value 1, e.g., C ϭ the object ''seen'' by the sensor to the area of the entire ͕(x, y) ʦ ‫ޒ‬ 2 : C(x, y) ϭ 1͖. In this terminology, a half-plane field ''seen'' by the same sensor is greater than some con-P ʚ ‫ޒ‬ 2 is identified with its characteristic function P : stant threshold value v. An example is given in Fig. 1b , ‫ޒ‬ 2 Ǟ I, P(x) ϭ 1 if x ʦ P and P(x) ϭ 0 otherwise. where the eight squares represent a digitization of the The domain of a digital image D is identified with the ellipse with the ratio equal to . For a binary continuous set of grid points ‫ޚ‬ 2 , which is a subset of the real plane image C, Dig 1 (C) denotes the digitization in which the ‫ޒ‬ 2 . There are two ways to assign to the grid points a set ratio of the area is equal to 1 (see Fig. 1a ). of unit squares which form a cover Q of the plane ‫ޒ‬
: The
Now we define an intersection digitization which corresquares in Q are centered at points with integer coordinates sponds to the procedure of coloring a pixel black iff there or the points with integer coordinates determine the corner is a part of the object X in the field ''seen'' by the correpoints of the squares. We assume for the v-digitization and sponding sensor: intersection digitization, defined below, that the squares in Q are centered at points with integer coordinates. Thus, A square p ʦ Q is black iff p ʝ X ϶ л, and white otherwise. ‫ޚ‬ 2 is identified with Q by identifying a square with its center point.
In Gross and Latecki [4] , we applied digitization funcWe will call such a set of black squares in Q an intersec-tion digitization of X and denote it by Dig ʝ (X), namely See Fig. 1c, for ). When digital straight line models were first studied by Freeman and Rosenfeld, the digitization models that were assumed were based on the intersection digitization, which is called square-box quantization by Freeman [3] . Since we model real images, without loss of generality, vector of length t perpendicular to the line L pointing we can assume that for every continuous image function towards the outside of P (see Fig. 2 ). If t Ͻ 0, then T t (P) C there exists a rectangle that is a union of squares of denotes the translation of P by a vector of length t perpencover Q such that C is equal to zero outside of this rectangle dicular to the line L pointing towards the inside of P. Thus, and that, for every digital image function D, there exists
The proof of the following lemma is based on elementary equal to zero outside of this rectangle. For a digital image properties of areas of triangles and squares. function D, this assumption means that there is only a LEMMA 3.1. Let A be the area function and let s, s 1 , s 2 finite number of digital points on which the function is be squares of the square grid Q. The translation T preserves nonzero, which is the case for real digital images. We also the monotonicity of the area function in the following sense assume that, for a given object, the rectangles are large (see Fig. 2 ): enough to include the relevant details of the object.
(
DIGITIZATIONS OF HALF-PLANES
(2) t Ͻ 0 ⇒ A(T t (P) ʝ s) Ͻ A(P ʝ s) if 0 Ͻ A(P ʝ Digital objects which are images of some real objects s) Ͻ 1. are obtained by a segmentation process that is mostly based Theorem 3.1 shows that the set of digital lines obtained on some kind of edge detection and thresholding. Each as a digitization of some real straight line is the same, such process can be described as locally thresholding the regardless of the v chosen to threshold. value of every pixel to decide whether it belongs to the THEOREM 3.1. For every half-plane P and every 0 Յ object or not. Therefore, the threshold value is either unw Ͻ v Յ 1 there exists t Ͻ 0 such that known or it varies for local groups of pixels. At first glance it appears that this fact will rapidly complicate the recovery Dig v (P) ϭ Dig w (T t (P)). process. As we will see in Theorem 3.1, however, this is not the case for half-planes. This theorem states that Before we prove this theorem, we illustrate it in the case segmenting a digital image of a half-plane with different where w ϭ 0. By Theorem 3.1, we obtain that for every thresholds will not introduce any new patterns on the 0 Ͻ v Յ 1 there exists t Ͻ 0 such that Dig v (P) ϭ Dig 0 (T t (P)). boundary of the digital half-plane, since changing a thresh-If we take v ϭ as illustrated in Fig. 3 , then there exists old is equivalent to translating the real half-plane and then t Ͻ 0 such that Dig 1/2 (P) ϭ Dig 0 (T t (P)). digitizing it. Therefore, all results obtained for recovering straight lines resulting from the digitization based on the object boundary quantization model (e.g., Dorst and Smeulders [2, 11]) can be used to recover straight lines in digital images even if the threshold v used to segment the object boundary is unknown (see Corollary 3.1).
In this section we assume that L is a straight line given by equation y ϭ ax ϩ b, 0 Յ a Յ 1, and P is the lower closed half-plane determined by L, i.e., P ϭ ͕(x, y) ʦ ‫ޒ‬ 2 : y Յ ax ϩ b͖.
FIG. 3.
For every half-plane P and every 0 Յ w Ͻ v Յ 1 there exists t Ͻ 0 such that Dig v (P) ϭ Dig w (T t (P)).
If t Ն 0, then T t (P) denotes the translation of P by a
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The characteristic function of the half-plane P is zero except for some rectangle. Hence, we have only a finite number of squares s ʦ Q for which Dig(P)(s) ϭ A(P ʝ s) ϶ 0, where A is the area function. Therefore, all squares in grid Q can be grouped into a finite number of classes S 1 , . . . , S l with respect to the area of their intersection with the plane P, i.e.,
We extend the area function to the classes S i for i ϭ 1, . . . , l:
Observe that the rules (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.1 also hold for A extended to the classes. The following inequality v-threshold reduces to recovering the slope under object chain illustrates the order of the classes with respect to boundary quantization. Therefore, we can use the wellthe area of the intersection of their members with the plane established techniques for slope recovery of straight line P and the digitization constants v, w:
segments obtained by object boundary quantization.
DEGREE OF ACCURACY
Now we consider the degree of accuracy within which one can recover the space of continuous straight lines which By the definition of the digitization, we obtain digitize to a given digital line segment. In many practical applications, the v-threshold used in segmentation is un-
known. Even if the absolute gray-level or color threshold is known, we often cannot translate this threshold into By the monotonicity of the area function with respect the normalized [0, 1] v-threshold, since such normalization to translation T stated in Lemma 3.1, there exists t Ͻ 0 requires knowing the absolute color/gray-level values of such that the bounding surfaces. Therefore, we assume in this analysis that the threshold v used to segment the object bound-
ary containing the digital line segment is unknown. According to Corollary 3.1, recovering the slope under which implies that Dig v (P) ϭ Dig w (T t (P)). Ⅲ these conditions is not harder than recovering the slope As a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the under object boundary quantization. Therefore, in the limfollowing corollary.
iting case, as the window size gets large or, alternatively, for a fixed window size, as the grid resolution increases, COROLLARY 3.1. For every half-plane P and every 0 Ͻ the slope interval tends to zero. This can be easily seen by v Յ 1 there exists t Ͻ 0 such that considering the diagram in Fig. 4 . The slope interval must be contained in the interval determined by the acute angle Dig v (P) ϭ Dig ʝ (T t (P)).
in-between the diagonals of the depicted parallelogram. If the window size increases, then so does the length of the Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we obtain that for every 0 Ͻ diagonals of the parallelogram, although the width remains v Յ 1 there exists d Ͻ 0 such that Dig v (P) ϭ Dig 0 (T d (P)). constant. If the window size is fixed but the grid resolution Dig 0 (T d (P)) can differ from Dig ʝ (T d (P)) by squares s such increases, then the width of the parallelogram tends to that T d (P) ʝ s ϶ л and A(T d (P) ʝ s) ϭ 0, where A is the zero while its height remains constant. Thus, in both cases area function.
the angle goes to zero. Therefore, in the limit, the slope Since there exist only a finite number of squares s ʦ Q estimation becomes exact. for which Dig(P)(s) ϭ A(P ʝ s) ϶ 0, there exists d Յ The situation with recovering the translation interval of t Յ 0 such that Dig 0 (T d (P)) ϭ Dig ʝ (T t (P)). Ⅲ a half-plane given its digital image obtained by an unknown v-threshold is not as simple as for recovering the slope. According to Corollary 3.1, recovering the slope of a half-plane given its digital image obtained by an unknown The unknown threshold value introduces additional ambi-two half-planes parallel to P is less than e(a), then they can have the same digital image under the intersection digitization. Now we define the translation interval assuming that the digitization scheme which yields a given digital image is unknown, which means that the threshold v can be any value between zero and one.
A translation interval t(a) of a half plane P with slope a is the maximal distance of two planes parallel to P which have exactly the same digital images as P for some 0 Յ v, w Յ 1, i.e.,
We show that the length of the translation interval equals t(a) ϭ l(a) ϩ e(a) and is bounded by
where b is the length of a side of each square s ʦ Q.
FIG. 5. l(a)
denotes the length of the projection ȏ y (s) of a square s ʦ Q onto the y-axis. e(a) denotes the maximal distance between two planes parallel to P which intersect exactly the same squares as P.
Let d(P, s) be the maximal value in projection ȏ y (s) of a square s, i.e., d(P, s) ϭ sup(ȏ y (s)) (see Fig. 6 ). Notice that for d(P, s) Ͼ 0, d(P, s) is the distance of the furthest point of square s to plane P. We have the following equivaguity in translation interval in comparison to object boundlences for each square s ʦ Q: ary quantization. We will now prove that the lower bound on the translation interval of the digitized half-plane is the length of the side of the grid square. This strongly indicates d(P, s) Յ 0 ⇔ Dig(P)(s) ϭ 1 that if greater precision is required in determining the exact d(P, s) Ն l(a) ⇔ Dig(P)(s) ϭ 0 location of an object edge given its digital image, one must increase the sensor resolution, i.e. reduce the length of the 0 Ͻ d(P, s) Ͻ l(a) ⇔ 0 Ͻ Dig(P)(s) Ͻ 1. side of the grid square.
Let P be the lower half-plane determined by line L with We recall that Dig(P)(s) ϭ A(P ʝ s) for every square slope a. Let Q be the cover of ‫ޒ‬ 2 with unit squares such s ʦ Q, where A is the area function. that the sides of the squares intersect line L at an angle whose tangent is equal to a. Without loss of generality, we impose a ''new'' Cartesian xy-coordinate system on ‫ޒ‬ 2 such that the line L determining P has equation y ϭ 0 and ͕(x, y) : y Յ 0͖ ϭ P. All straight lines parallel to P have an equation y ϭ c for c ʦ ‫.ޒ‬ We will denote a line described by equation y ϭ c as L(c).
By l(a) we will denote the length of the projection ȏ y (s) of a square s ʦ Q onto the y-axis (see Fig. 5) .
Let e(a) be the maximal distance between two planes parallel to P which intersect exactly the same squares as P (see Fig. 5 ), i.e., e(a) ϭ sup͕͉q Ϫ r͉ : Dig ʝ (T q (P)) ϭ Dig ʝ (T r (P)) ϭ Dig ʝ (P)͖.
e(a) is the translation interval of half-plane P for the inter- is equal t(a) ϭ l(a) ϩ e(a) (see Fig. 5 ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that P is in such a position with respect to the square grid Q that Dig ʝ (P) ϶ Dig ʝ (T t (P)) for any t Ͻ 0; thus, T t (P) is a translation of P towards the inside of P. For example, this is the case for P shown in Fig. 5 . By definition of e(a), Dig ʝ (T t (P)) ϭ Dig ʝ (P) for every 0 Ͻ t Ͻ e(a); here T t (P) is a translation of P towards the outside of P.
Since, the characteristic function of the half-plane P is zero except for some rectangle, there is only a finite set of squares QЈ with the property s ʦ QЈ iff A(P ʝ s) ϶ 0. Therefore, all squares in grid QЈ can be grouped into a 
. Dig(P) is monotone decreasing with respect to function d:
We extend function d to the classes S i for i ϭ 1, . . . , l:
The following inequality chain illustrates the order of for any two squares s 1 , s 2 .
the
classes with respect to function d and constant l(a):
If 0 Ͻ Dig(P)(s 1 ), Dig(P)(s 2 ) Ͻ 0, then we additionally
Let PЈ ϭ T rϩe(a) (P) for some 0 Յ r Ͻ l(a). We show that Proof. We first show that Dig(P) is monotone decreas-there exists 0 Յ v Յ 1 such that Dig v (PЈ) ϭ Dig ʝ (P). Since ing with respect to d, i.e., for any two squares s 1 , s 2 we have translation T rϩe(a) (P) preserves the order of squares with respect to d, the order for PЈ is the same as in (1): Fig. 7 ). We have for the characteristic function of the s 1 ) ϭ A(PЈ ʝ s 2 ) for i ϭ 1, . . . , l. Hence, we can extend half-plane P:
Let length(s, L( y)) be the length of the intersection L( y) ʝ s, where L( y) is a line parallel to L(0) and square
function A to the classes S i for i ϭ 1, . . . , l:
We show now that A(PЈ, S jϩ1 ) Ͻ 1. Let s ʦ S jϩ1 . Since Dig ʝ (T t (P)) ϭ Dig ʝ (P) for every 0 Ͻ t Ͻ e(a) and s If d(P, s 1 ) Յ d(P, s 2 ), then for every 0 Յ u Յ l we have Dig ʝ (P), we obtain that T e(a) (P) ʝ s is either the empty (see Fig. 7) set or a vertex point of s. Since r Ͻ l(a) and PЈ ϭ T rϩe(a) (P), We have A(PЈ, S j ) Ͼ A(PЈ, S jϩ1 ), since A(PЈ, S jϩ1 ) Ͻ 1. the same digital image under object boundary quantization. From Kronecker's theorem we have that ( f (x) mod Therefore, there always exists v such that A(PЈ, S j ) Ͼ v Ͼ A(PЈ, S jϩ1 ) and we obtain that Dig v (PЈ) ϭ Dig ʝ (P) ϭ 1) is dense in [0, 1]. Therefore, there exists n ʦ ‫ގ‬ such that S 1 ʜ и и и ʜ S j .
We showed that for every r, 0 Յ r Ͻ l(a), there exists
To show that t(a) cannot be greater than l(a) ϩ e(a), it We obtain that for a digital line that is the digitization is enough to observe that if r Ͼ l(a), then T rϩe(a) (P) will of a real line in ‫ޒ‬ 2 with irrational slope a, the translation interest some square s Dig ʝ (P). Ⅲ interval e(a) goes to zero as the line goes to infinity. The slope interval, as we already know, also goes to zero in COROLLARY 4.1. The translation interval t(a) of a half-the limit. Thus, the underlying line is fully determined if plane P with the slope a is bounded by the threshold value is known.
DIGITIZATIONS OF BLURRED HALF-PLANES
A blurring function is any function B which, applied to where b is the length of a side of each square s ʦ Q.
a half-plane P, produces the output B(P) : ‫ޒ‬ 2 Ǟ I such that By Corollary 4.1, the accuracy of estimation of the the following conditions all hold (see Fig. 8 ): translation interval of a half-plane cannot be increased (a) B(P) is monotone decreasing in the direction perby increasing the window size if its digital image obtained pendicular to P pointing toward the outside of P by an unknown v-threshold is given. However, we can (b) for every line L parallel to P we have B(P)(a) ϭ increase the accuracy if we increase the grid resolution, B(P)(b) if a, b ʦ L which means we reduce the length of the side of the (c) ͕(x, y) ʦ ‫ޒ‬ 2 : B(P)(x, y) ϭ 1͖ ϶ л and ͕(x, y) ʦ grid square. As we have above, in the limiting case, as ‫ޒ‬ 2 : B(P)(x, y) ϭ 1͖ ʕ P the window size gets large or, alternatively, for a fixed (d) ͕(x, y) ʦ ‫ޒ‬ 2 : B(P)(x, y) ϭ 0͖ ϶ л and ͕(x, y) ʦ window size, as the grid resolution increases, the slope ‫ޒ‬ 2 : B(P)(x, y) ϭ 0͖ ʝ P ϭ л. interval tends to zero.
One can ask now a question whether we can improve For example, Gaussian blurring, and generally every the accuracy of estimation of the translation interval of a rotationally symmetric blurring function, satisfies these half-plane P by increasing the window size if the threshold conditions. Hence, the following theorem applies to these value v is known. Assuming that the half-plane P has slope blurring functions. a, to answer this question it is enough to estimate e(a), One of the most significant results is that the slope ambiwhich is defined for object boundary quantization. We guity for a blurred digital line is no greater than for a show that for planes with irrational slope, as the window perfectly focused digital line. This follows from Theorem size gets large the translation interval e(a) tends to zero, 5.1, which states that given a thresholded digital image of and that this is not the case for planes with rational slope. a blurred half-plane, the same image can be obtained by Each straight line with a rational slope is periodic with digitizing some translation of the perfectly focused, original period q if a line is given by the equation l(x) ϭ ( p/q)x ϩ half-plane. As an example consider the three digital halfb/q, where q, p, b are natural numbers with q, p being planes shown in Fig. 12D . They are obtained by threshrelatively prime. It is enough to observe that (x 1 ϭ x 2 mod olding the intensity digital image of a blurred half-plane q) implies ͕l(x 1 )͖ ϭ ͕l(x 2 )͖, where ͕a͖ ϭ a Ϫ a and a is shown in Fig. 12B with three different threshold values. a floor function. Therefore, increasing the window size to Now these digital half-planes can also be obtained by diginfinity will not cause the translation interval e(a) to tend itizing translations of the perfectly focused, original halfto zero. For continuous straight lines with an irrational plane. Thus, for a given digital half-plane, it is impossible slope, however, the translation interval e(a) tends to zero, to distinguish whether the original continuous half-plane as the window size gets infinitely large. To show this, we was perfectly focused or not. use the following theorem.
By Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 3.1, recovering the slope of a blurred half-plane given it digital image obtained by KRONECKER'S THEOREM (Verkov [13, pp. 34-37] ). If an unknown v-threshold reduces to recovering the slope a is irrational, then the set of points (na mod 1) for n ʦ ‫ގ‬ under object boundary quantization of a perfectly focused is dense in the interval [0, 1].
half-plane. Therefore, we can use the well-established techniques for slope recovery of straight line segments develWe show that an irrationally sloped line f (x) ϭ ax and its translation g(x) ϭ ax ϩ c with 0 Ͻ a, c Ͻ 1 cannot have oped for object boundary quantization. Fig. 9 ), as defined in Section 4. We obtain
Proof. The characteristic function of the half-plane P is zero, except for some rectangle. Hence, we have only a finite number of squares s ʦ Q for which Dig(P)(s) ϭ If d(P, s 1 ) Յ d(P, s 2 ), then for every 0 Յ u Յ l we have A(P ʝ s) ϶ 0, where A is the area function.
(see Fig. 9 ): Let P be a half-plane with slope a and let B(P) :
, line L parallel to P for which B(P)(L) ϭ 1. For the illustration see Fig. 8 .
). Without loss of generality, we impose a Cartesian xycoordinate system on ‫ޒ‬ 2 such that line L(0) has equation Therefore, Dig(B(P))(s 1 ) Ն Dig(B(P))(s 2 ). The inverse imy ϭ 0 and ͕(x, y) : y Յ 0͖ ʕ P. All straight lines parallel to plication follows from the same arguments. P have an equation y ϭ c for c ʦ ‫.ޒ‬ We will denote a line
Since there is a finite number of squares for which described by equation y ϭ c as L(c). If c Ͼ 0, then c is the B(P) ϶ 0, all squares in a grid can be grouped into a finite distance to L(c) from L(0). B(P) as a function on straight lines is monotone decreasing:
Let Q be the cover of ‫ޒ‬ 2 with unit squares. Of course, the sides of the squares are not necessarily aligned with the coordinate axes. Let l(a) be, as defined in Section 4, the length of the projection ȏ y (s) of any square s ʦ Q onto the y-axis. Let d(P, s) be, as defined in Section 4, the maximal value in projection ȏ y (s), i.e., d(P, s) ϭ sup(ȏ y (s)) (see Fig. 8 
number of classes S 1 , . . . , S n with respect to the value of the function Dig(B(P)), i.e.,
ϭ Dig(B(P))(s 2 ) for i ϭ 1, . . . , n. We extend function Dig(B(P)) to the classes S i for i ϭ 1, . . . , n:
Dig(B(P))(S i ) ϭ Dig(B(P))(s) for any s ʦ S i .
such that
Since there is only a finite number of classes for 0 Յ v Յ 1, we obtain Proof. It is enough to take l ϭ t ϩ r, where t, r are as stated in Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 5.1. Ⅲ 0 ϭ Dig(B(P))(S 1 ) Ͻ и и и Ͻ Dig(B(P))(S k ) Յ v Ͻ Dig(B(P))(S kϩ1 ) Ͻ и и и Ͻ Dig(B(P))(S n ) ϭ 1.
OBJECT BOUNDARY QUANTIZATION
In this section, we show that intersection digitization of Thus, Dig v (B(P))(s) ϭ 1 iff s ʦ S kϩ1 ʜ и и и ʜ S n . a straight line L and object boundary quantization, defined Observe that if 0 Ͻ Dig(B(P))(S i ) Ͻ 1, then s 1 , s 2 ʦ S i below, completely determine each other. This observation iff d(P, s 1 ) ϭ d(P, s 2 ) for i ϭ 1, . . . , n. Let t be a constant allows us to substitute in the above results intersection such that d(P, s k ) Ͻ t Ͻ d(P, s kϩ1 ) for s k ʦ S k and s kϩ1 ʦ digitization with object boundary quantization which is S kϩ1 , where Dig(B(P))(S k ) Յ v Ͻ Dig(B(P))(S kϩ1 ). Since, described by the equation given in Proposition 6.1. Dig(B(P)) is monotone decreasing with respect to d, we A digitization schema that is commonly used in vision obtain Dig v (B(P))(s) ϭ 1 iff t Ͼ d(P, s) and Dig v (B(P)) geometry literature is subset digitization, where the subset (s) ϭ 0 iff d(P, s) Ͼ t. Let P(L(t)) be the lower half-plane digitization of a planar set X is defined as the set of grid determined by line L(t): P(L(t)) ϭ ͕L( y) : t Ն y͖. Then points that are contained in X:
In order to use this schema for a straight line, function SD is first applied to a half-plane determined by the It is now enough to translate half-plane P by a vector line. The boundary of the digital half-plane obtained in perpendicular to P of length a such that T a (P) ϭ P(L(t)). this way constitutes the digitization of the line. The result Then we obtain Dig v (B(P)) ϭ Dig 1 (T a (P)). By Theorem is referred to as object boundary quantization and is 3.1, there exists b Ͻ 0 such that Dig 1 (T a (P)) ϭ defined as Dig v (T b (T a (P)). If we take r ϭ b ϩ a, then we obtain
By Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 3.1, recovering the slope where bd 4 A ϭ ͕a ʦ A : N 4 (a) ʝ A c ϶ л͖ for a digital set of a blurred half-plane given its digital image obtained by A (A c denotes the complement of A). The motivation for an unknown v-threshold reduces to recovering the slope object boundary quantization is that in computer vision under intersection digitization of a perfectly focused halfdigital curves generally occur as object boundaries. Thereplane. As will be shown in Section 6, intersection digitizafore, digital lines are considered to be the boundaries of tion completely determines object boundary quantization.
digitized half-planes. Therefore, we can apply the well-established techniques Without loss of generality, we assume that the slope of for slope recovery of sraight line segments developed for all lines considered is in the interval [0, 45Њ] and that a object boundary quantization to recover the slope of a straight line L determines its lower half-plane, which we blurred half-plane given its digital image obtained by an (x, y ϩ 1), which we denote North(x, y) (see Fig. 10 , for example). We denote by Sq(D OBQ (L)) the set of all squares s ʦ S such that the pair of points (x, y) ʦ holds, where . is the floor function. Since we associate with D OBQ (L) and North(x, y) determines the left or right each line L the lower half-plane P(L) determined by L, i.e., side of s (see Fig. 11 ). Observe that line L intersects P(L) ϭ ͕(x, y) ʦ ‫ޒ‬ 2 : y Յ ax ϩ b͖, we will write D OBQ (L) all squares in Sq(D OBQ (L)). for D OBQ (P(L)). For example, in Fig. 10 
